120V GRANITE LANDSCAPE 16"
S1011-4---1G--

PRODUCT CODE:
S1011-4---1G--

MATERIAL:
Granite

POWER:
50W

VOLTAGE IN:
120V AC

INTEGRATED LED:
YES

IP RATING:
IP44

DIMENSIONS:
With Plate: W: 10¼" (260.35mm), D: 5½" (140mm) H: 16" (406.4mm)

PRODUCT FEATURES:
Excellent For Hot & Cold Weather Applications
No UV or IR Radiation
Extensive Range of Applications

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Operating Temperature: -20 °C ~ 45 °C
Environmental Humidity: 0% ~ 95%

RECOMMENDED PLATES AND SPIKE:
Plate For Soil: SPC105-----M--
Spike: SPB1-------M--
Plate For Concrete: SPC134-----M--

METAL PLATE BASE